Incarnating Feelings, Constructing Communities
“Emotions engender emotions. And, working with emotions in the academic context is a very serious and complex endeavor because they put the researcher (he or
she) in the challenging situation of recognizing themselves as embodied subjects
who also feel. This is probably one of the reasons why they too often receive insufficient attention—both as objects of study and philosophical inquiry. But emotions
are important inquiries of study and they are significant as a way of knowing, creating and being in the world. The collection that Allison B. Wolf, Catalina González
Quintero and Ana María Forero Angel have put together is a brave and wonderful
example of how remarkable, stimulating and productive the challenge of taking
emotions seriously in philosophy, anthropology and in daily life can be.”
—Gabriela Arguedas Ramírez, Associate Professor of Philosophy and
Faculty Member of the Center for Research in Women’s Studies,
University of Costa Rica
“We know injustice when we feel it. Our emotional responses to structural violence, cruelty, tyranny, and intolerance have epistemic content. They not only tell
us about the kinds of people we are, they also call attention to the texture of our
engagements with the emotional climate of world-wide uncertainty. We frequently
restrain our emotional responses to violence and harm. We are socialized to ignore
what our embodied reactions are trying to tell us during intellectual conversations
on injustice. These expressions of willful ignorance take the knowledge present in
our angry, fearful, or guilty responses out of circulation. When we restrain our
emotions we flatten our collective engagement with the issues we care about most.
Incarnating Feelings, Constructing Communities, highlights the importance of
attending to this affective content that moves silently, often without notice,
through our public policy discussions, lived experiences with state violence, and in
classrooms where students push back against ideas that make them feel uncomfortable. This remarkable collection of essays highlights the important role that our
emotional responses to injustice play in the production of meaning in conversations related to violence, education, and public policy in South America and the
United States. The essays in this collection work together to illustrate how collective attention to the affective dimensions of these issues pushes these conversations
onto new epistemic terrains that reveal more nuanced and promising directions for
future inquiry.”
—Alison Bailey, Professor of Philosophy, Illinois State University, USA
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Awkward ruins
Topophilia and the narratives of stripping in Santiago and Bogotá
Andrés Góngora1
Francisca Márquez2

Throughout this text we recount the story of two Latin-American neighbourhoods that
were demolished and vacated: Villa San Luis in Santiago de Chile and the Bronx in Bogotá,
Colombia. We portray how the neighbourhoods’ remnants bother investors and local
governors, who look after removing them for the developing of real-estate and urban
renovation. We also point at how former inhabitants of the Villa and the Bronx insist on
maintaining the memories of the places where they built significant relationships. While for
real-estate agents−who endeavour in removing the debris−the demolished buildings are an
obstacle to their enterprise and hinder the urban landscape; for people who lived through and
in the streets, passages, and houses of the Villa and the Bronx, those remainings embody
emotions, memories and experiences that must be remembered.
The analysed cases allow to identify two opposed perspectives regarding the feasible
fate of ruins. On the one hand, the perspective of power and urban projects. For those who
stand from this point of view, ruinous neighbourhoods flaunt nothing but rubbish, are
dystopic places that undermine the urban project that lines up with the aesthetics and values
of progress and modernity3. On the other hand, the perspective of those who once inhabited
such places. For them, ruins and their materialities speak of memories, past presence and
topophilia born in their territories.
According to Yi Tu Fuan (2007), topophilia may be defined as the organizing
principle of the different ways in which communities and individuals feel about places and
spaces; thus, when the topophilia experience imposes as an emotion, one can be sure that the

1

Curator for Ethnography, National Museum of Colombia.
Alberto Hurtado University, Chile. Fondecyt 1180352.
3
As Le Corbusier pointed back in 1957: “It is possible that, for some cases, the demolition of houses and
unsanitary slums surrounding a historical monument will destroy a secular environment. That is regrettable,
yet inevitable” (1989:107).
2

1

environment holds occurrences of high existential and symbolic value. Hence, for former
inhabitants of the Villa and the Bronx, their neighbourhoods’ ruins are more than empty and
crumbled materialities. On the contrary, those ruins hold their memories; are elements that
invite to re-imagine uses and meanings, to respond and resist the aesthetics of progress and
capital that aim to impose, with unconcealable contrasts, in Latin-American cities.
At the core of this argument lay politics of materiality, say, its malleability and
historicity. Either as rubbish and waste, epitomes of fear and disorder that destabilize the
modern city project and introduce disorganization as possibility principle (Prats 1997;
Balandier, 2003); or as traces of experiences that open horizons for reinvention and shelter.
Therefore, the unpredictable effects of scripts and projects in motion rather than finished
proposals regarding those materialities (Latour, 2007, Latour & Yaneva, 2008; Göbel, 2015)
the give raise to such diverse and controversial emotions and narratives regarding the fate of
one and the same dilapidated neighbourhood.
From the stories of Villa San Luis in Santiago and the Bronx street in Bogotá we will
portray how utopic programs, heterotopic configurations, memories, and emotions inscribe
in materialities and wrecked places, mobilizing ideas and imaginations for its reinvention,
renewal and reutilization. This chapter`s central thesis is that in topophilia, as an emotive
relation with material anchorage to objects and bodies, resides a creative power with capacity
for political agency. As we will see, in the fields of artistic proposals that reflect on wrecked
materiality through performances, photography, music, and the appropriation of museal
spaces, emotions and effects provoked by the aesthetic experience enable critic politic
readings.
Now, the secret fascination in the ruins and rubble of these Latin-American
neighbourhoods resides in the transformative force of the aesthetic occurrence, which invites
to imagine and remodel the bound between bodies, views and perspectives, experience
surfaces, subjectivity fluxes, discursive constructions and institutional traces (Richard,
2016).
As a matter of fact, we will see that each one of these ruinous spaces–in virtue of their
site, their materialities and the emotions that were discovered there–give rise to effects, at
times dystopic, in the scenery, the city, the place, and in the bodies that once inhabited it.
2

From the memory and imagination of those former dwellers, and from the art that is created
there, emerge material and existential extensions of the territories and their wrecked
buildings, giving them diverse and temporal usages. The question here is how, through these
disputed vestiges, reconditioned and narrated, is it possible to express and revive the
topophilia and memories of the people who once inhabited them?
In the Villa San Luis case, three devices used by inhabitants and agents of memory
are analysed. Such devices are used to produce a symbolic and emotional movement, from
the dystopia of wreckage and fractures of violence towards the heterotopia of restored
materiality4. We contend that, even when the three devices: i) monument, ii) memorial, and
iii) museum are different responses to the violence against memory and materiality, grief and
affective filiation with the place are present for each and all the devices.
For the Bronx case, we present a memory and art work around a marginalized place
whose ruins reveal and condense the stigma and violence, resulting of decades of war on
drugs in Colombia5. Here, the device is constituted (i) by memories, sang by street dwellers
in Hip Hop code, and (ii) by a scale model that explains how existential bounds with territory
are build and actualized, even after its physical disappearance. We think, from an
anthropologic perspective, that all these connections between ruins and emotions, deployed
by agents of memory and former inhabitants of Villa San Luis and the Bronx street, may be
read as topophilic bounds.
In the following, we bridge some ethnographic gaps between the analysed cases and
describe the experiences and testimonies of those who built significant relations in Villa San
Luis and the Bronx. We aim to establish partial connections (Strathern, 2004) tracking the
ruins’ materiality and the people who emotionally connect to them, both in the old utopia of
socialist Chilean urbanism, as in the most recent marginal Colombian heterotopia. The update
and maintenance of bounds between inhabitants and places, and of the emotional tissue that
4

There is a displacement that overlaps the outlined, that refers to the displacement from statal architecture to
one of real-estate market speculation. There is no doubt, this displacement is of use for the context of analysis
and the approach hereby proposed.
5
Drug “prohibition” may be defined as a legal-medical technology designed to prevent the free flow of
potentially psychoactive substances; “prohibitionism” as an ideology that reaches the transnational sphere and
that legitimizes “prohibition” (Góngora, 2018); and the “war on drugs” as the “ultimate crusade” or
contemporary actualisation of “prohibition” conducted by capitalist global powers, specially by the US, since
the 1970s (Escohotado: 2002).
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support such bounds, are the principal comparative and analytical axis of this anthropologic
enquiry. At the end of this chapter we will propose some general reflections on the relation
between emotions, ruins, art, and politics, bringing back an old idea according to which: “Art
is a redoubling of life, a kind of emulation in the surprises that excite our consciousness and
keep it from falling asleep. Art and poetry are an invitation to examine very simple images,
the images of happy space: topophilia.” (Bachelard, [1957] 2000)

Villa San Luis, Santiago de Chile6
1970 – 2020
September 11, 1973, Chile is covered under wreckage and material vestiges that speak
of the end of the Unidad Popular government. Since the bombing in the Moneda Palace on
September the 11th 1973, society is systematically and violently stripped away from those
materialities that could remind of Salvador Allende’s socialist project. What happened with
Villa San Luis, utopic citadel of socialist revolution, is another example of this story of
dispossession and defeat7.
Stripping is certainly a common concept in reflections and resistance actions
regarding the ruins of the Villa (Lawner, 2007; Allende & Olave, 2018; Toro, 2019; Díaz,
2019). According to the RAE, despojo (stripping) is defined as the act and effect of stripping
someone away of something or stripping oneself away. It is to intentionally deprive someone
of something through deceit or physical and moral violence. Stripping away is a synonym of
plunder and undress.
Starkly put, the concept speaks of the womb, head, and legs of dead cows and birds.
And, as an accurate metaphor for the Villa’s history and its ruins, stripping also refers to the
mineral extraction from a vein or seam, scraps, residues, the useless, just as the poor minerals

6

The field work for research Fondecyt Nº 1180352 was carried out between April 2018 and December 2019.
Co-researchers Natalia Bohle, Javiera Bustamante, Alvaro Hoppe, Carla Pinochet, Margarita Reyes and Vicente
Yañez also took part in it.
7
There are many examples: the dismantling of political parties’ premises and their popular holiday camps in
order to transform them into facilities for torture, the end of the exUnctad and its use as headquarters for the
Dictatorship government, the National Stadium and Chile’s Stadium as concentration camps, the abandonment
of Ochagavía Hospital, among others.
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that end up in dumps for selling. It is, as well, the usable material of a wrecked building that
gets lost.
Nonetheless, stripping also refers to pillage and the “booty or prey of the victorious”.
A booty first taken by the Army, and after, by property developers and the State. The Villa
San Luis’ history speaks of the ferocious fight for that booty, but above all, it speaks of the
loving practices of resistance and protection of living memory from inhabitants and agents
of memory. Halfway through between the rubbish, the ruin, and patrimonial appropriation
processes, the practices of inhabitants and agents of memory resist estate agents and urban
renovation.
Parallel that, in this dystopic scenery, the memories of socialist utopia speak with
topophilia that once took place there, to confront the “stripping away the dream of a fairer
city”. Today, the Villa is a visible record, a territorial mark of the trace of time that
symbolizes the recent history of the city and the whole country (Chiara & Pulgar, 2008).
Now, in this chapter it will be portrayed how, in facing destruction, inhabitants, artists
and agents of memory achieve to create counternarratives, that, as poetic fragments, confront
the traumatized memory of the politic past. In this work of memory, topophilia operate as
essential support for grieving and the valuing of one’s history.

Villa San Luis in ruins and corporate towers, LATAM in the background, April 2018
Photography: Francisca Márquez
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Backhoe
Mounted on a backhoe, Joaquín Lavin, mayor of one of the richest communes of
Chile, struck the first blow in Villa San Luis. 1997 goes by and democracy still brings
promises of progress and prosperity, “joy is coming8” they sing. Regardless, Joaquín Lavin
does not even suspect, that very first strike will not be enough to tear down the solid structure
of iron and concrete.
With edgy smile, the authority comes down from the machine for the workers to do
their job. The structure, constructed back in the late 60s, resists, but after many strikes, it
finally yields, becoming nothing but rubbish and twisted rod. With this gesture, the mayor
commences the demolition of Villa Compañero Ministro Carlos Cortés9, as it was named by
Salvador Allende in 1970, when it was inaugurated. Turned into a mixture of dusty materials,
little is left of the promise and the socialist utopia of the right to city and dignified housing.
Today, the dusty, grey landscape is reflected in large windows of corporate buildings
surrounding the place. The stripping of the utopia, nonetheless, began a long time before.

8
9

Slogan and song for the NO plebiscite to overcome General Pinochet (1989).
Housing Minister of the Unidad Popular who dies before inauguration of the residential.
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Backhoe and collapse, 2017
Photography: Tamara Contreras

Socialist Utopia10
Villa Compañero Ministro Carlos Cortés, modern residential complex located at the
heart of one of the wealthiest communes of Santiago de Chile, embodied the social justice
dream of socialist revolution during the 70s. It was, or could have been, a citadel for working
families in a segregated and unequal city; a citadel to be shared between high class and
medium class families. Because of this, perhaps because it was part of a greater utopia, the
two block–ruins that still resist–hurt so bad to their former inhabitants and to communist
architect Miguel Lawner. These collapsed buildings embody that which they consider the
fracture of historic memory for an egalitarian society (Bustamante & Márquez, 2020).
While transitioning Unidad Popular’s socialism (1970 – 1973), the State was the main
provider of housing and urbanism. The city’s development had to be homogeneous and
inclusive, allowing to reach greater social integration. Housing and urban land would not be
merchandise but guaranteed rights for the people.

10

Certainly, the word utopia holds contradictory meanings. Just like Amautora, the city in Tomás Moro’s
Utopia Island, utopia is the no-place by definition; but it also gives an account of the settings of a good place,
where what we do, see, and say adjust perfectly. Utopias and utopic socialisms have functioned based in this
ambiguity (Ranciére, 2017).
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In this context, the political goal must be understood as an intention to broaden public
space and valorise new urban landscape. Meaning: no more ecologic segregation or
relegation of workers to the city’s margins and peripheries. This proposal embraced the
denouncement of the prevalence of market criteria for housing politics, but that also allowed
organization, as it was the “Command of dispossessed residents” «Comando de pobladores
sin casa»” (Cofré, 2012; Raposo & Valencia, 2004).
Miguel Eyquem, architect and head of the project, highlights the careful design of a citadel
inside a city that the complex would have: “In the street, there would be a whole block for
commerce of domestic tools and maintenance with artisanal shops: furniture craftsmen,
plumbers, tinsmithery, and welding. There would be gardening, pitchers, soil, compost, and
flowers. A central patio with terraces and cafés. On a second floor, housing for those who
work just there, no transportation issues. The complex had great green areas; not golf fields
[which is now the case], but green areas that would turn into a mathematic picture of ridges
parallel to the buildings. They would make a beautiful agricultural garden with all sorts of
vegetables, fruits, and flowers. A real park. From up the buildings would appear the
spectacular air garden, colourful. This productive garden would be managed by a
cooperative which would also manage the general complex’s expenses. Instead of expenses
they would have incomes! That soil management, as an agricultural garden, is what I regret
the most. It was an aerial view of the central valley (interview, 2018). This was known by
the inhabitants and their families, who zealously guarded the construction process, in the fear
that other inhabitants would take over the magnificent buildings. Since April 1972, the first
252 apartments were delivered and so forth until 1973 (CMN, 2017).
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Resident families settled in transit camps adjacent to the Villa San Luis project. Here they pose with their
trollies, destined for cleaning labours and others, n.d.
Courtesy: Miguel Lawner, personal archive, CORMU

Eviction and stripping
The military coup in September 1973 puts and end, not only to Salvador Allende’s
government, but also to this project for an egalitarian city. The beginning of a neoliberal
model in 1980 prevents the State from its responsibility in the production of urban space,
passing that task to private real-estate companies.
However, the most painful and traumatic fact would come with systematic
extermination of residents between 1975 and 1978. In fact, as is the case with another 30.000
families in Chile (Morales et al, 1990), the Villa San Luis’ neighbours are violently evicted
by military trucks.
As it is recalled by Lawner (2018), “this magnificent experience was interrupted in
the most barbaric way, inacceptable, because it could have been done with the minimum
decency, but the manner… The last twelve families, vacated on December 28, 1978, were
dumped in meadows, in the periphery; they did not know where they were thrown,
undignified. In my opinion, we can call this the gravest attack on human rights regarding the
urban scope in Chile’s history. A thousand families were stripped away overnight under the
most humiliating and barbaric conditions, without due reparation or acknowledgement of
such violation to their human rights. This is an occurrence that has yet not had neither the
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diffusion it should in Chile nor due reparation, because it is the State of Chile who infringed
this compromise, because it stripped a thousand families of a legitimately acquired right.”
As a matter of fact, in December 28 of 1976, a group of 112 families were vacated
midnight and transported to different places in Santiago (CMN, 2017). This annihilation has
been widely pointed out as one of the most brutal and painful experiences during Augusto
Pinochet’s dictatorship. Not only the socialist project is tore down, but poverty hardens. After
the stripping and until mid-90s, the Villa is mostly occupied by military families. Even so, in
1997, the Army announces that the terrain has been sold to real-state company Parque San
Luis.

Ruins of Villa San Luis in the mirrored city, 2018
Photography: Francisca Márquez

Monumentalize to save
Settlers and rulers will remain silent for decades; focused on surviving and dealing
with poverty, they will not reactivate their organization until 2015. With generational change
and The Consecration of Poverty (2018) documentary by Jaime Díaz Lavanchy,
reorganization happens; the elder’s stories are heard now and memory reactivates. In 2015,
the Defence Committee of Villa San Luis is constituted. This Committee handles the
Patrimonial Declaratory. Simultaneously, the real-estate company and the media start a
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campaign to discourage such declaratory, arguing, paradoxically, its ruin condition, which,
by the way, was originally produced by them. It is the language of “dislocation”, of twisting
the argument (Wildi, 2016), of stripping as booty, that reaches for the rent of the soil and
denies its capacity as a place for memory.
Moreover, even when two of these buildings managed to stay standing until 2017,
real-estate companies and their backhoes crashed the buildings’ slabs, severely damaging
them. Days after, the National Monuments Council issues a Declaratory, in which it
recognizes the value of said construction, taking into account “that this project, which in its
first stage contemplated around a thousand houses, was emblematic from a political and
social perspective, for it broke with socioeconomic segregation in the city while integrating
the population in varied socioeconomic levels over the same urban space11”.
According to this, the declaratory not only refers to its material and architectonic
attributes, but also to its immaterial ones. Meaning, to “the social project, the families’
memory, the evictions, the Human Rights violations; underlining, thus, that the State has
never acknowledged these crimes, putting rent and real-estate business first” (Mineducm
2017; Martínez, 2018). Indeed, these wrecked buildings operate as monuments “others”,
awkward monuments, products of political violence and the attacks on Human Rights that
took place where they lay. As a space for ravished memories, Villa San Luis reminds us that
the nation’s narrative is also made of painful subalternity. Buildings in ruins that resist in
order to remind us and teach us–in the fashion of the statues’ pedagogy–that even the most
violent story cannot gobble up all the memories and historical experiences. The Villa’s
history, in this sense, can always be revisited, subverted, and actualised (Márquez, 2017).

11

It is not the residents who begin arrangements for a patrimonial declaratory, but a group of memory agents
who see historical, symbolic and restorative power in this site.

11

Ruins Villa San Luis, concrete and iron, April 2018
Photography: Francisca Márquez
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Memory, art, and mourning
Is not art one of those places where emotions and feelings can
be moved? Is not in the field of creation where, perhaps, we
will get to be moved as a nation and replace the narrative of
hate for one of reconciliation? Without the capacity for
compassion for the death of others, without the capacity for
public grief, we are condemned to repetition. Elkin Rubiano,
2018
In this context of impunity and silencing, the residents and the Villa San Luis
Foundation do not cease efforts to safeguard what is still there. Some solidary artists will
support this process, intervening the scenery of ruins. Thus, performances and visual devices,
with or without active participation of the inhabitants, will contribute to the visibility of
memory, life, and emotions that shelter and were once sheltered there.
Contrary to patrimonial and real-estate interests, these artistic interventions make use
of the ruined buildings to offer a narrative that invites to mourn, confronting trauma and
stripping. These emotions’ portrayals will work as indexes (Gell, 1998) allowing new
political readings. Admittedly, art enters through the cracks and injures of victims to aid
healing and resilience. From the body work, the narrative of neoliberal urban renovation is
marked by convulsive and traumatized zones of memory, represented by the history of
violations to the families’ Human Rights (Lazzara, 2007). The footprints of dictatorship are
still present in Chilean democracy and, perhaps because of that, artistic operations aiming to
re-signify and provide new narratives about Villa San Luis acquire such relevance as
commemorative and restorative acts.
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Taken from the photobook The Collapse of a Dream, 2019
Courtesy: Tamara Contreras

Artist and photographer Tamara Contreras knows about exile. She lived in exile with
her family up to her adolescence. Owing to this, perhaps, her deep empathy with the violent
experience of Villa San Luis’ residents.
Between 2014 and 2018 Tamara photographed the lives of the last families who
inhabited the place. Her creative work materialises in a photobook titled The Collapse of a
Dream (2019), “as Silvio Rodríguez’s song”, she says: “The Collapse of a Dream […] When
two bullets meet/over a war field/something must happen/that predicts love/diving into the
floor/ a cloud will come/ or stampedes of time/ the eyes will have «El derrumbe de un sueño
[…] Cuando se hallan dos balas/ sobre un campo de guerra/ algo debe ocurrir/ que prediga
el amor/ de cabeza hacia el suelo/ una nube vendrá/ o estampidas de tiempo/ los ojos
tendrán»” (Silvio Rodríguez, 1975). The song, written one year after Tamara’s birthday
(1974), works as an omen for those years of massive repression, she says.
Through a series of black and white images, “because, in them, lights and shadows
are better emphasized”, Tamara relates “the history of a defeat, the one we daily experience
in a society that aspires to seem triumphant, even if it means to crush the dreams of so many.”
(Poirot, 2019). In this exercise, the artist and photographer organizes the images in a narrative
of four times: History, Abandonment, Collapse and Residents. Through this sequence she
14

extends an invitation to enter the guts of ruins, the abandoned objects, and the emotions
crouched there. With her camera, she puts us inside the city of high windowed towers and
the pettiness of concrete and iron blocks, that stubborn resist destruction.
From this view, Tamara allows us to imagine fragments of that intimacy and everyday
life of the last Villa San Luis’ residents. A life of poverty in a place of soil, where vegetation
still spontaneously grows; a place of lush trees, like the capsicum that frames the ground
landscape next to abandoned market trollies, mats, bicycles, couches, rickety sofas, and gens,
gens that run through the ground, mimicking Miguel Eyquem’s areal passage and his urban
gardens. A dystopic place of shattered windows, whereby someone slap through to leave
their graffiti, their mark, their trash, lots of trash.

View to the garden from an abandoned apartment.
Taken from the photobook The Collapse of a Dream, (2019)
Photography: Tamara Contreras

From the inside of an abandoned apartment, the camera observes the garden through
the window. With the window’s frame, the artist provokes us to a point where we no longer
know who is looking at the grove, if the resident or the photographer. For what we see, sees
us (Didi Huberman, 2017), the eye goes here and there, looking for the meaning of that
dialogue of rupture, of contradictory emotions produced by lost utopias.
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From the images of bleak abandon, the camera turns to the collapse. There, the image
of the backhoe bursts in, ravenous, over the little cement edifications framed by high mirrored
towers that reflect each other image (see image n° 2). In that scenery, the aching bodies of
the buildings, just a bunch of twisted iron and rubbish, again, stripping. Broken slabs as the
collapse of a desire. When turning the page, a resident’s word barges in, Antonieta Miranda
(2018): “I always saw my parents sad and crying, but they did not know or did not want to
explain what was happening. But one day, when my father sat us down to chat, we finally
understood the tremendous thing that happened to us as children”. After the collapse, Tamara
Contreras leaves us alone with ten residents’ faces. None of them smile. Some look at the
camera or the artist, facing them; others, instead, pose with a blank stare. As backcloth,
simple life.
Tamara closes the photobook, graceful for the opportunity to share these “stories,
dreams, and frustrations of the residents who had put up with and carry their pain for all these
years…”. As one of the women who managed to resist the longest before selling to the realestate company said, “we have paid these houses with tears” (Carmen Castro, in: Chiara &
Pulgar, 2008). The bonds of friendship and respect built between Tamara and the women
settlers is preserved through time and in this book, like an album of unfinished history.
Time after, a fall afternoon in May 2019, Janet Toro Benavides12, visual artist and
performer, and the group ArteUrbe invite the women residents to participate in an action of
art and denouncement. The women attend the invitation, fourteen former women settlers and
a man13. They wear white shirts and black trousers, as have, historically, done the relatives
of missing detainees. Tamara Contreras is also present 14. This is a small action, says Janet,

12

Janet Toro Benavides graduated in art from Chile University, she took part in the Young Plastic Group (APJ
for its Spanish initials) in the 80’s. www.janet-toro.com
13
Former inhabitants of the Villa who took part: María Cáceres, Antonieta Miranda, Ximena Salinas, María
Aravena, Jovita Sandoval, Graciela Gómez, Adela Bustamante, Jimena Méndez, Bernarda Reyes, Miguel
Manríquez, Mirna Parada, Olga Rojas, Aidé Contreras, Rosa Vargas, Olga Barriga, Margarita Monges. Also
supported by Javiera Martínez y Fernando Toro from ArteUrbe group.
14
Both artists, Tamara and Janet, not only put their art at service of former women residents of Villa San Luis,
they also share a story of repression and lived for years in Germany.
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that gathers the emotional and corporal fact of the stripping these folks suffered, people who
had worthily achieved the dream of their lives: a household15.
The performance in Villa San Luis is focused on the residents’ bodies, as a way of
bending the pain. Days before, in the social offices they currently inhabit, Janet invites them
to do “some breathing and focus exercises, we practice walking, standing loosened, exercises
of conscience of their own bodies. The women settlers were so enthusiastic, in such need for
expressing […] the house and the city are constitutive of the body, they bring us together as
urban intersubjectivity. The place we inhabit represents our third skin, it is not separated from
the metropolis tissue” (Ibid, 2018).

The Stripping Performance, Urban Intersubjectivity Series by visual artist Janet Toro. Villa San Luis,
Santiago, Chile, 2019
Courtesy: Marucela Ramírez. Group of for former women and men residents of Villa San Luis.

Once in Villa San Luis, the action is apparently simple: in one of the sidewalks, the
residents stand looking to the hedge of the Villa and the collapsed buildings. Janet toro is
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The activity is part of the Urban Intersubjectivity project, that aims to stablish nets, synapses, between
places that have marked historical or architectural landmarks in Santiago city. Places that take part in the
collective memory, some have been almost completely destroyed by the course of time, are taken away by
private interests and indiscriminate selling, are undermined by an authoritarian use, others are kept by
residents or organized groups or reused by the State. The visual project marks knots and neuralgic centres
between buildings in different neighbourhoods through performances / installations and minimal
interventions. It aims to highlight the worth of memory as a quality of identity and as a right, and also to
explore the affective value underlying the buildings, in the rubbish that compound the city (Toro, 2018).
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dressed in black and wears military boots; an outfit that speaks of fascism. The women
residents stay still, in line, one next to the other, keeping distance, turning their backs to the
street. The artist approaches each of them, takes them from the shoulders and turns them to
face the street. With scissors, she cuts “a rectangle, proportional to their households, off their
clothes, at chest high. This second skin is stripped from their bodies as a symbol of
usurpation. I was the stripping energy”. The artist keeps all the pieces.
Before the humble and introverted gesture of the residents, the artist imposes the
destructive energy with her scissors, a visually extroverted gesture, violent: “All residents
are standing, looking to the ground, or at a fixed position. This second skin is stripped from
their bodies in plain Urano street, where still stands the last building.” The artist contemplates
this incision and the naked skin that exhibits a chest full of pain.
Janet leaves and the residents stay there until they decide to leave as well. Tears come
out and emotion invades everyone who has ever been related to this piece of history: “It is a
small action” that happens in the moment, no previous rehearsal; there lays its strength and
spontaneity, for “there gathers the emotional and corporal fact of the stripping these folks
suffered, people who had worthily achieved the dream of their lives”, explains Janet Toro.
For the residents, the gesture is a plea for justice, for the “reintegration of dignity” to
their lives, for “ceasing the experience of this grief, because this is a grief we cannot let pass
or forget, since it has been tremendously painful, for us parents as for our children.” (M.
Eugenia Cáceres, spokesperson for Former Residents of Villa San Luis Group). “Each time
we come here to defend what was taken from us, that we were so brutally evicted, in silence
and under many threats, it’s a tremendous pain. You speak of the Villa and immediately feel
a pain in the soul, a tear rolls down your cheek”, says Antonieta Miranda Ávalos, evicted
when she was twelve.
Nowadays they knit new projects, new actions and conversations, but this time in
their communities, hand to hand with Janet and Tamara. In a country where violence crosses
and cracks history, the remembrance of aching bodies, as done by these artworks, opens paths
for us to mourn and dig the layers of memory. Art and ritual, under these terms, teach us that
honouring the victims’ memory is always a path for mourning and healing.
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The Stripping Performance, Urban Intersubjectivity Series by visual artist Janet Toro. Villa San Luis,
Santiago, Chile, 2019
Courtesy: Marucela Ramírez. Group of for former women and men residents of Villa San Luis.

A museum in the ruins of utopia
The question bothering architect Lawner, former residents and young agents of
memory is how to affectionately preserve and guard this social utopia among its vestiges.
Today, despite all actions, the fate of Villa San Luis’ ruins is not assured; it is rather the
opposite. What former residents and Lawner know is that the only two buildings that still
stand hurt, as they are the living expression of the stripping they suffered. For all of them,
Villa San Luis operates as a memory place, as a territorial nod that summons the past, but
also oblivion. Then, what to do with the remains?
After approval from the National Monuments Council for the installation of a
Memorial in site, the road is open for the removal of ruinous materials and reuse. To
safeguard the complex’s values that provide memorial and remind of the rights violation that
took place there, it is recommended to build memorial projects in the surroundings, as
reparative measures for victims and visibility of the occurrences. Thus, a range of
possibilities opens up (Seguel, 2018; Bustamante & González, 2019).
With firm, hurt voice, Lawner (2018) says: “I, personally, do not want to exalt ruins,
for that is exalting the harm, the wrong. I want to exalt the utopia, the dreams, what was our
idea. We do not want to build a monument for the ruin, we want to reclaim life, what this
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social integration project meant. We will leave a piece of ruin, naturally, as part of history.
I mean, I would say that inside the crystal body that will shelter the museum, however it is to
be called, I can leave a piece of ruin and show it as part of the museographic script, but
nothing more than that. Fundamentally, we want to highlight what is a politics of social
integration, how it was done, how it was assigned. Everything was marvellous!”
Ruins, as materiality and mark of the collapse, acquire–according to architect and
residents–the shape of a museum that allows, without achieving, to remember the dream of
an egalitarian city: “My primary idea is that there is a recoverable block. The upward and
downward slabs are damaged. The plan is to demolish both levels and substitute the upward
slabs for a lighter metallic structure, producing a double high which is apt for a museum
[…]. Also, furnishing an apartment that looks like the apartments of the original project, for
people to see it, with furniture of that time and all, everything we can rebuild. But as part of
a museographic script, not for someone to inhabit it”.
We should allow this curatorial proposal the possibility for a given indetermination
and search in its ultimate sense. As it is outlined by Turkish writer Orhan Pamuk (2012),
regarding the Museum of Innocence: I wanted to collect and expose in a museum the “real”
objects of a fictional narrative and write a novel based in those objects. I did not really know
what that museum and its objects would resemble. Either way, I felt that the fact of focusing
on those objects, of telling a history departing from them, would make my characters different
from those of western novels […]. What I had in mind was some sort of encyclopaedic
dictionary whose entrances would not only conduct to objects (radio, wall clock or bricks,
for example) or places, but also to concepts such as love, impatience, rush. (Pamuk, 2012:
12).
A museum where the resident life can be simulated and serve as a lesson for history:
“We want to finish the recoverable block with the visible concrete, it is very shocking that it
ends up as historic testimony. If it was left as ‘the other’, irrecuperable, there is nothing to
do, but you can not make a pastiche! For as long as I can, I will recover all traces that allow
me to recover the historic memory and the images kept by people whose Human Rights were
violated. […] Then, our new museographic script demands for this chamber to be just as it
was when the comrades saw it the last time they were there. […] A contemporary building
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in harmony with the other we will restore, just as it was originally in the outside. For the
surroundings, the plaza, the terrain, we want them to be as beautiful as possible, a place of
encounter for the diverse ethnicities of our country. Regarding the immigrants who have
arrived at our country, learning to know them, to admire their culture, their values, learn to
appreciate them. […] Our idea, then, is to summon an architectural contest, create a
beautiful space. We have no intentions of making a fuss out of ruins. We do not want to forget
the ruins, that is not the goal. We do not want to create a cyst in Las Condes, but a lovely
place, a place well done. It must be a project that aims to restore the image of the harmed
body, whose content is accordant to the attributes fixed by the National Monument
declaratory. The declaratory, with which we absolutely agree, outlines the roots of this
situation: the barbaric eviction of families, the profit that was subsequently executed. In
consequence, the museography there exhibited will include that.”
Today, no one really knows the fate of the buildings in Villa San Luis: ruins, rubbish,
memorial or museum. However, it is known that every gesture and action displayed there
speak of topophilia that resist the injustice of historic stripping. More than a final result, what
really matters are the lovely gestures of adamant grief against oblivion.
Either inside or outside this huge barren field that is now Villa San Luis, the
communal intersubjectivity that is knitting there has allowed to make something else out of
love for the terrain–the topophilia–, something more than a gesture of redress. In the crossing
of subjectivities, emotions and imaginaries, collective mourning takes place. As women
residents say, only now that they have come to reunite may they go back to their current
neighbourhoods and replay, with renewed energy, other art actions. This movement from one
place to another–from the terrain of utopia to the inhabited terrain–opens the field of
possibilities (Sartre, 1960). There open new ways of working on memory, on belongings and
emotions, in order to activate diverse levels of reflection, encounter, and loving connection
with the place and project that are still alive in memory.
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Ruins Villa San Luis and corporate buildings, August 2018
Photography: Francisca Márquez
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The “L” or Bronx Street, Bogotá16
2001 – 2020

The “Bronx Street «Calle del Bronx»”, known by its inhabitants as “the L «la L»”,
was the epicentre of drug trafficking and street life in Bogotá for almost two decades. In 2016
the place was evicted by the city council, within the context of a public security and urban
renovation plan in the centre of the city. Bronx intervention has been controversial for
urbanists, security experts, and public health experts.
In Colombia, debates on marginalized neighbourhoods struck by drug trafficking
have been amplified by massive media, who in turn have contributed to the crafting of
narratives of contempt (Pabón, 2016) and the portraying of this places as grey areas
(Agamben, 2002) and spaces of death (Taussig, 2002) governed by fear.
In contrast, everyday life in the Bronx and the construction of affective bonds between
inhabitants and the territory have been poorly studied; rather disregarded or discredited after
numerous violent chronicles, stereotyped and stereotyping narratives constructed around
theological-moral tropes as “hell” and “evil”. From the perspectives of those who lived in
places like the Bronx, another sort of emotions emerges, other than fear (for it is place in the
construction and rupture of social bonds is undeniable), that allow to broaden the reading on
spaces of death.
In order to explore this emotive configuration (Reddy, 2001; Zaragoza & Moscoso,
2017; Jimeno, 2018), we appeal to the scrap «el pedazo», native concept (Viveiros de Castro,
2015) that refers to physical and existential territory framed by materialities, social
relationships and the emotive tissue that former inhabitants of “the L” keep with the streets
of Bogotá’s city centre.
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Preliminary findings of this research have been published in (Góngora, et. al. 2020; Rodríguez et. al. 2020;
Góngora, Borja & Salazar, 2019). Field work was conducted by Johanna Salazar and María Alejandra
Rodríguez as well as anthropology students at the Nacional University of Colombia Ángela Cano, Juan Diego
Jiménez y Nelson Jiménez.
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In order to comprehend this perspective of the world, it was necessary to attend
ethnographic material and try to answer the following questions: Why were bonds of
friendship and solidarity forged in a place like “the L”? Why its inhabitants thought of it as
a place where, in the middle of violence, life was possible? What kind of emotions and
sentiments bonded and bond people to “the L”? What was the role of art and drugs in the
construction of said bonds?

Ruins of the Brox, 2018
Courtesy: Press office IDIPRON

Renovate oblivion
A great deal of press reports that justified the Bronx eviction mobilised the idea
according to which security dissolves fear. Such narratives, translated into government
technologies, facilitated the circulation of a number of discourses.
In the first place, the demolition of “ollas” 17 as a symbolic mechanism of territorial
control and demonstration of power in the war on drugs. Secondly, the activation, once again,
of the old ‘fear of drugs’ rhetoric (Derrida, 2003: 25). Under this rhetoric, a given sequence
of causal association makes drugs users lose “any sense of what actual reality is”, becoming
aggressive and prone to commit violence. Here mix sanitary and security devices (Foucault,

17

Site for selling and consuming drugs.
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2007) for the justification of drug prohibition, or at least the dispersion, concealment, and
tearing down of the places where they flow (Góngora & Suárez, 2008).
Then, in achieving this goal, the frequent tactic used by government in Bogotá has
been urban renovation, here understood as a set of discourses and practices based in the idea
of progress, the maintenance of security and ground valorisation.
Now, in 2014, Colombia’s President Juan Manuel Santos decided to demonstrate the
public opinion that his administration was dealing with the drug street market. During the
first days of April, Santos appeared in all mass media wearing an engineer helmet, mounted
on a backhoe, instructing “the demolition of every olla in the country” (“Santos instructed to
demolish drugs selling points”, 2014). With this performance, the president stands out as
“down breaker” of crime and “renovator” of public space, in a well-known dynamic within
the precedents of antidrug politics in Bogotá (Suárez, 2012; Góngora & Suárez, 2008; Pabón,
2016).
Parallel that, Police forces claimed that, in the context of such procedures, 240 people
were captured and “56.135 narcotic doses” were seized (Ibíd, 2014). Nonetheless, as
happened before, the Health Department statistics continued to show drug use prevalence
despite the physical destruction of street markets (“Street drug markets fall”, 2014).
Yet it was not all about demolition. At the time, the construction of the first zone
devoted to harm reduction18 in Bogotá, located in the Bronx and pursued by mayor Gustavo
Petro, was also supported. Moreover, the Social Inclusion Secretariat of the moment stated
that street dwellers “had never been seen as human beings” and because of that the local
government was struggling to turn the area into a “citadel of care” 19 to “provide attention
and guarantee this population’s rights” (“Today makes 100 days”, 2013).
In achieving this goal, the city hall had seven buildings provided by the National
Narcotics Office (DNE for its Spanish initials), where a new centre for selfcare would be
constructed, offering dormitories, showers, a communal dinning room for 600 people, and a
18

Public health strategy that presupposes that it is not possible to eradicate drugs. Thus, States are obliged to
facilitate conditions that prevent harm in drug consumption, without therapies focused on withdrawal as
departure or goal. (Góngora, 2016).
19
According to the mayor and his staff members, street dwellers and drug users would be confined in some sort
of “clinic in the open” inspired by Braços Abertos from São Paulo (Brandão y Carvalho, 2017).
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centre for controlled use of drugs. There, the use of cannabis would be stimulated as a
substitute for “bazuco” 20. In this way, along with harm reduction, the local administration
proclaimed leaving behind the “criminalization” of “drugs” users, making a way for a
biopolitics model based in “medicalization”, state-run protection and the activation, within
the framework of government politics and Human Rights, of values associated with charity
and compassion.
Gustavo Petro’s administration was often interfered and many of its projects could
not come to fruition. In 2015, elections took place and Enrique Peñalosa–urbanist who,
politically, highly disagreed with Petro–was elected mayor. In January 2016, two weeks
Peñalosa’s administration took over, the new Local Health Secretary asserted that “in the
new Bogotá… no drugs will be handed over to consumers” (“There won’t be drugs handed
over in Bogotá”, 2016)”. In fact, Peñalosa’s administration started by re-evaluating the
maintenance of “assistance programs for drug-dependants”, critiqued for its “assistentialism”
and for being “short-termed”; instead, the administration would propose “long-termed”
programs that would “allow addicted people to stop consuming” (Ibíd, 2016).
On May 28, 2016, the city hall executed a police operation to vacate “the Bronx
Street”. The order was issued by mayor Peñalosa and the new local Security Secretary. There
were only 20 detainees during the operation and some of them were promptly released;
nonetheless, as was ratified by the Secretary, “even though we could not achieve all arrests,
we took over a forbidden area for authority” (Ibíd, 2016).
In the meantime, street dwellers would never experience the benefits of “medical
cannabis” nor the “citadels of care” proposed by Petro. Many of them were transported in
trucks and left in other cities; others were taken to shelters and protection institutes. Some
others were cornered by Police, up to the point of hiding in a water canal through which the
sewage flows. On August 18, 2016, the water volume increased and hundreds of former
inhabitants of “the Bronx” drowned or went missing without trace. (“Bronx’s Inhabitants
drowned”, 2016). For street dwellers, urban renovation was once again synonym for oblivion
and abandon.
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Adulterated basic coke paste similar to crack.
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Months after this stripping, some of its former inhabitants started an art and memory
project to know what had happened with their old “partners «socios»21”. As we will portray,
said project had many effects in the cultural scope and allowed a group of youth former street
dwellers to mobilize against the narratives of the “drug problem”, street life and social
exclusion in Colombia. These project’s impact has been, in great manner, permeated by the
strong bond between memory, materialities, places and emotions that we hereby analyse
through the concept of topophilia.

Demolition of the last house in the Bronx, 2019
Photography: Jefferson Ortíz

Art, drugs, and memories of the scrap
Free Soul collective members met in 2008, when they were teenagers and destiny
lead them to live in the Bronx, which they called “the L” or the scrap. In 2010, they got
excited with the idea of making music. They were into Hip Hop and got reunited to create
some “tracks «temas»” to tell their life stories and experiences.
Art was a valid way of telling the avatars of street life, of forging bonds, of reflecting
on stigma, drugs, and fear. As they say, they were going through “hard times «muchos
visajes»” and needed a strategy to turn them into words. This new, spontaneous, activity
consolidated in 2011, when they participated in the first cultural intervention in the Bronx.
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Refers to friendship and kinship. Related to the closest bonds of street dwellers.
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The atypical event, planned by the city hall, required consensus between local administration
officials and ollas owners. In the middle of the daily violence in the area, perpetrated by
Police forces and micro-trafficking gangs against those who did not accomplish the L’s rules,
music permitted the youth to talk about sombre and luminous times of their experiences in
the Bronx. The fear of “the hare «la liebre»” [enemy], “the paranoia” induced by “bazuco”
[crack], power, pain, suffering, music, and bonds that join the “partners” were mentioned in
their lyrics:

“Struggle with narcotics, the ones that cause despair and thirst…
We’re castaways, survivors in the streets of terror
From the 15th to the 9th in the centre, only Bronx.
[…]
That’s what we are, I don’t lean out, rats22, sayas23, I don’t name them
Bodies, minds and madness, wasted in bad habits
Today I conjure the profane evil
Pure gesture for my pal, I get on move, fight; street rapper, cautious, I sing, my pal, and I
distort, spliff, my pal, and feel inspired”.
[…]
We’re the hope of a voice, we’re life, we’re street, before and after Bronx Street.”
We are. Free Soul, 2017

“Batallar con las sustancias, las mismas que desesperan y causan
ansias…
Somos náufragos vivientes de la calle del terror,
22
23

Delinquents.
Sayas or sayayines. Security agents in the former Bronx.
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De la 15 con 9ª desde el centro, sólo Bronx.
[…]
Eso somos, no me asombro, ratas, sayas que no nombro,
Cuerpos, mentes y desquicios, malgastados entre vicios,
Hoy conjuro el mal profano
Nato gesto pa’l hermano, brinco güiro24, meto mano25, raper lleca26, pies
de plomo, canto, miso27 y distorsiono, plones28, miso y me le entono29”.
[…]
Nosotros somos la esperanza de una voz, somos vida, somos calle, antes
y después del Bronx.”
Many artistic and creative practices emerged in “the L”, most of all, related to graffiti,
rap, and dance. These three elements constitute the so called “Hip Hop culture”. This creative
push that resided in the middle of rough conditions in the “olla” life was precisely the
incentive to come out and look for refuge in a social protection institution. In May 2016,
many youngsters entered IDIPRON (National institute for Child Protection) after being
evicted. There they were promised to record a first single, and with such motivation, they
enrolled in an institutional process and formally constituted the Hip Hop collective Free Soul,
that means: “free of smoke, free of crack, released by the devil” 30.
Gotten to La Rioja, one of IDIPRON’s protection units, the youngsters met a
communal educator expert in harm reduction. She valued their talents and opened a space for
them to rehearse. During 2017, the educator and Free Soul members won a research
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To become alert.
To fight.
26
Street rapper.
27
Short for “mi socio”.
28
Puffs from a weed cigarette.
29
Boosting the morale or getting inspired.
30
Away from “bazuco”.
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scholarship from the Local Institute for Arts. With said scholarship they proposed the
developing of a social cartography for the revival of memory in the scrap, based in visits and
walks through the L’s ruins. Unfortunately, the buildings were being demolished and the
visits were impossible to make. Then, they started a work on memory and three-dimensional
reconstruction of the place through a scale model in which more than 120 former young
inhabitants of the Bronx took part. In this exercise of reconstruction it became clear that, even
if the physical place was not there anymore, “the L” continued to be present in their bodies
and in the numerous experiences of people; it continued to produce emotive bonds and
significant relationships (Góngora et. al., 2020).
When the scale model’s materials were finally joint together, the anxiety for crack31
and the fear this substance produces hit hard on some youths. Even more, emotions and
feelings triggered by “the fright «el susto»”, yet another name for drug in the streets, was so
intense that some admitted feeling its sweet fragrance when naming it. The youths also said
that in the “crack trip, the roar of panic feels in the blood” and that its effect in bodies is
“paranoia”, because “fright” entails “feeling stalked, listening to a mumble”. This feeling
helps surviving the street, for one becomes observant and suspicious.
“Fright” is also associated with “waking up the fears”, analogue state to the
acknowledgment of fragility and the “sharpening of senses”, to the degree of being able to
perceive “the fluttering of a butterfly”, the warning of the “ringer «campanero»”, Police
outbreaks or pedestrian affronts (Rodríguez et. al. 2020).
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There was a variety of drugs in the “olla” such as marihuana and cocaine, also diverse in purity. However,
the most common substance in “the L” was “bazuco”.
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Ruins in the Bronx, 2018
Courtesy: Press Office IDIPRON

In the youths’ narratives frequently appeared an idea according to which the addictive
capacity of crack comes from an “absence” described as “abstinence «amure32»”. Along with
this emotional state appears a symptom of hard abdominal aches, which is called “the cramp
«el cólico»”, and its described as follows: “you fall down a void and the void is your own
stomach, it’s as if you had not eaten for days and need something to feel satisfied again”.
This is why crack, apart from being a trading and consuming good, was a mediator (Latour,
2008), an actant crafting and transforming ways of knowing, feeling, sensing, reacting, and
thinking. In “the L”, crack conditioned social roles between street dwellers: a person who
was not in control of the substance and who easily entered a “panic state” lost their peers
respect.
However, it is important to say that alterations (Gomart & Hennion, 1999; Vargas,
2006) resulting from the interaction between a drug and its consumers can be multiple and
unpredictable. Furthermore, while building the scale model, the youngsters mentioned
different kinds of effects produced by this pharmacological agent. They expressed, for
example, that “crack is called the devil because, after you meet it, your life turns to a hell,
and in hell devil rules”. This sentence speaks of an intricate nod of hierarchies, spaces,
32

Times of abstinence. It can also be used as a verb: amurar. In this case it would mean to be “unoccupied” or
having nothing to do.
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emotions, and feelings oriented towards facilitating the flow, commercialisation and use of
crack. The system of norms, the security crew of “sayas” and “ringers” (private security
agents), the punishments, and the invisibility strategies used by elites in the place,
strategically articulated for the functioning of “gates” or “crack” shops 24 hours a day.
Crack also created space. In fact, the L’s architecture transformed for drugs, and its
ruins reveal that fact. There were “stashes «caletas»” [hiding places] embedded in walls,
floors, and roofs for the hiding of “bombs” [sacks with approximately 100 doses of the
substance]. There were also kitchens, enclosed in walls filled with soot, where coca paste
was adulterated; there even were tunnels that connected the houses of the Bronx, escape
routes for smugglers.
The actions of occasional consumers, street dwellers, and members of the logistic and
security crews were oriented around “the devil”, because the substance “awakened the
senses” and “augmented paranoia”, feelings that, according to street narratives, are a
relentless explosion of fear that allows being alert and protect the territory: “The ringer33
must’ve smoked because that “sharpens their hearing and, in the crowd, they could hear
another ringer’s voice in the last corner of the scrap”.
In this manner, following the way in which crack flows and changes the actors, it is
possible to understand both the socio-spatial limits of this heterotopia called “the L” and the
survival strategies of its inhabitants (Góngora et. al. 2019). The stories about the substance
that triggers “fear” allow for a rather different reading than the one proposed in narratives of
contempt, stated by government actors and the media. Here, fear does not paralyse; on the
contrary, it mobilizes scripts and courses of action through a complex social, emotional,
semiotic, and material framework.
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Watchman.
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Ruins in the Bronx, 2018
Courtesy: Press Office IDIPRON

Simulating each building with little carton boxes allowed the youngsters to reminisce
violent and sad events, like losing a “pal” in the premises that worked as places of torture
and disappearance of those who had pending business with micro-trafficking organizations.
Regardless, positive memories flourished as well, memories related to the sociability in “the
L”, party life that never stopped and places as “jukeboxes «rockolas»”, “street hovels for
drug selling «bahareques»”, “gates” and “scraps”, where people from different backgrounds
and social classes reunited to freely use drugs.
An eccentric spot, where living in never-ending revelry was possible as long as one
had enough money. A place for street dwellers, where finding a “combined «combinado»”34
was possible, where they felt their pals’ solidarity, for “in the middle of the dirt everyone had
a blanket to spend the night”.
Hence, although many find it paradoxical o inexplicable, the youngsters miss “the L”,
even after being relocated in protective institutions where they have food, housing, and
clothes. Eviction collapsed their sociability manners (which, must be remembered, happened
in a scenery of absolute degradation and violence), destroyed the only urban space where it
34
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was possible to connect with drugs in their own way, without persecution or prohibition, and
live the life some of them choose to live, defying the canons of civilization and progress each
and every time.
After the eviction, street dwellers in Bogotá had a very rough time, for most of them
could not get used to the rhythms and routines imposed by institutions and shelters. Plus, as
they did not have a reference spot anymore, a great deal of street dwellers had to go back to
gutters and pipes to stay away from the Police’s gaze, radically worsening their life
conditions and increasing risks of death and illness.
While progressing in the construction of the scale model, it became clear that
reminiscing life in Bronx cognitively and emotionally reconnected the youngsters to the old
territory. We observed a materiality capable of arousing different emotions and memories
associated with architectonic spaces. Sexual scenes, drugs arrayed in many places and
consumed by people in the most varied positions, fights with knives, balls, transactions and,
in general, a wide range of corporeal practices were positioned in the “ranches” and streets
to picture situations and experiences that were memorable for the youths. Graffiti–material
marks of street art festivals and symbolic delimitation of the space–were reproduced by the
same artists that once painted the Bronx’s walls. Acetate sheets served as roof, exhibiting the
situations that took place under anonymity in those streets, beyond bricks, cloth, and frayed
curtains disposed to separate the intimacy of everyday life.
History, as De Certeau (1990) suggests, begins with steps, and the scale model authors
apparently followed this principle. A wood lamina covered with cement helped situate the
drifts frequently traced when crossing the scrap, printing the material and symbolic marks
that constrained the space.
First, they delineated the streets and gave them asphalt texture; then, mounted the
premises and traced, with care, the itineraries and paths of “pals”. Just like this emerged “the
ringer”, “the sayas”, the “foxes35”, the garbage, the jukeboxes, the rented rooms, the billiard
halls, the “gates”, and the colour flags used to avoid being observed from airspace. This piece
of collective construction, despite its interferences, re-appropriations, oblivion, and fictions,
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Carts for picking up recyclable material from the streets.
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is still a powerful testimonial object and a clear example of a network of actants; a assemblage
that includes affects, emotions, and feelings; a thread that is knitted in and through territory,
or more precisely, through a topophilic bond.

A museum in the ruins of heterotopia
At the end of 2017, and thanks to the connection with Nacional Museum of
Colombia’s ethnography team, the scale model was exhibited for the public for almost three
months. The piece was taken to a museographic space called Wiki. It was a prototype-room
designed to address phenomena, situations, geographic points, and historical milestones of
Colombia’s history. There, the youth of Free Soul and some peers from IDIPRON took
charge in exhibiting the L’s scale model and socialize their life experiences with visitors. The
experience constituted a process of social circulation (Góngora, Borja & Salazar, 2019)
where youths and their peers from La Rioja entered a space that was forbidden before and
could interact with other others, foreigners to their context.
In the museum, the scale model was considered a privileged object for fostering empathy and
for talking with the public about the sufferings of living in one of the country’s biggest “ollas”
but also about the emotional bonds and the creative power that emerges even in the roughest
places.
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Scale model of “the L” in the National Museum of Colombia, 2019
Photography: Andrés Góngora

In 2018, given the original size of the scale model, the curator suggested Free Soul the
construction of a smaller scale model in the museum. That is how the temporary exhibition
“Stories of the L: assembling a world in a scale model” came to life. This exhibition was also
a space for chatting about that which is hard to talk about, to contrast, through dialogue and
debate, different notions and stigma regarding street dwellers and drug users, without hiding
the violent reality of “the L”, with its hierarchies, desolation and trivialization of the worth
of life. The authors recreated the lived and loved space of “the L”, thus making a device
against institutionalized memory out of that multidimensional cartography (Butler, 2017) that
encourages the systematic oblivion of heterotopies.
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3. Diseñar una propuesta de los espacios que tendrá el "Co-laboratoria de Creación y Memoria La
Esquina Redonda"

Propuesta de espacios para La Esquina Redonda. Sala de exposiciones permanente,
Taller de exposiciones temporales, centro de escucha y animación comunitaria
(IDIPRON)

La Esquina Redonda team, 2019
Photography: Jefferson Ortíz

Along this curatorial process, Free Soul collective consolidated as a group of cultural
creation and research for social inclusion processes and harm reduction. Beginning 2019,
the National Museum of Colombia, IDIPRON, and the collective were invited by Gilberto
Alzate Avedaño Foundation (FUGA)–entity in charge of the urban renovation plan in
Bogotá’s city centre–to design a “museum” in the former “Bronx Street”. Participating in
this process was a difficult situation for Free Soul members, because it meant to work with
the same administration that vacated them in 2016 and invested many resources in order to
turn the former “olla” into Colombia’s biggest “cultural district”.
Nevertheless, FUGA directives gave total autonomy to the National Museum in the
construction of the script for the memory space, and so the collective members came to be
part of the curatorial team. That is how the Co-laboratorio [collaborative laboratory] for
Creation and Memory “La Esquina Redonda” [The Round Corner] came up. A place that
aspires to tell the stories of the street, of drugs prohibition, and of marginalized communities
in Bogotá’s centre.
On the second half of 2019, the youngsters and the curatorial team obtained licenses
to enter and settle in a house that was yet not demolished by the Urban Renovation Company,
at the entrance of the prior “L”. There, many artistic and memory actions were undertaken:
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guided visits to the ruins were promoted; Hip Hop concerts were organized to revive street
art festivals that once took place in the scrap; workshops of local memory were imparted and
conversations on drug prohibition, harm reduction and the present of street dwellers in
Bogotá took place.
This has been the culminating point, until now, of social and spatial circulation of
Free Soul collective youths. The urban renovation project of the former “Bronx”, although it
incorporates a bulldozer logic of gentrification, has brought a bunch of former inhabitants
back to the area. Also, the new mayor, who took over in 2020, has yet again incorporated the
discussion about the connection between segregation, exclusion, and urban renovation. In
fact, part of her development plan is designated “live without fear”.
Only time and the required historical distance will say if marginalized communities
of Bogotá’s centre were included enough in the new “creative district”; how neighbours and
traders that still inhabit the surroundings of the former “olla” were able to take part; what
kind of narrative was constructed in the Round Corner; and how topophilic bonds of the
inhabitants of “the L” are now part of Bogotá’s collective memory.
The field of artistic and cultural production came helpful for boosting changes in
different levels: for youngsters, it meant to find a valid space for dialogue, where to situate
their points of view and share their memories and emotions; to put the suffering into words
and symbols that foster empathy. In the same manner, these youngsters’ agency allowed to
include a different perspective opposed to the narratives of contempt and prohibitionism
inside the narrative of nation construction, materialised in the scripts of the National Museum
of Colombia. A narrative about the eviction and vulnerability (Butler, 2017) of street
dwellers, about the place of fear in street life, about the place of art and emotions in the
processes of reconstitution of people affected by violence, and about the necessity to create,
with communities, spaces of resistance and memory. Free Soul went back to the ruins of “the
L” but, as they say, it was a different “coming back”. Their last track, Vehicle of time, goes
about this process and the historic transformations of street life in Bogotá, main theme in the
script and inaugural exhibition of the Round Corner:
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In spiral time goes by
How many stories gathered in the city
Not to forget, memories give, that certainty of what could have been
It’s to continue, to portray
The essence itself of centuries and their tread
In reminiscing I can evoke, the voices of those who… someone tried to shut up
[…]
Evidences are notorious, and they want to hide them
When we have phobia of the neighbour, what can we pretend
The idea that destine today depends on yesterday
Avenues and roads, the stories of the tread
The pauper, the finest, delights in pleasure
The sorrow, his greatest friend, and the lie, his woman.
[…]
There it fertilizes a great district that memory converts
How many myths and legends thrown it to fate
And the sounds of the scrap, that pain made inert
And the blood in the canvas for the pipe of the death.
Free Soul, Vehicle of Time, 2020

En espiral el tiempo va
Cuantas historias se recoge en la ciudad
No hay que olvidar, memorias dan, esa certeza de lo que pudo pasar
Es continuar, poder plasmar,
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La esencia misma de los siglos y su andar
Al recordar puedo evocar, la voz de aquellos… los que quisieron callar.
[…]
Evidencias son notorias, y las quieren esconder
Si el del lado nos da fobia, que podemos pretender
La noción de que el destino hoy dependa del ayer
Avenidas y caminos, las historias del anden
El mendigo, lo más fino, se deleita con placer
El pesar su gran amigo y la mentira su mujer.
[…]
Se fecunda un gran distrito que la memoria convierte
Cuántos mitos y leyendas lo lanzaron a la suerte
Y los ruidos del pedazo que al dolor lo hacían inerte
Y la sangre de la lona para el caño de la muerte.

Conclusions
The long course of stripping in Villa San Luis and the Bronx teaches us that their
ruins are, by definition, displacement, destabilisation, friction. It shows that the agency in
these materialities (Gell, 1998) lays in its emotive load and its power in the production of
creative processes and politics of revindication associated to memory. In each of these
collapsed buildings, unfinished destruction forces, with unpredictable frictions and effects
are revealed (Stoler, 2008).
As we have seen, in its iterative stubbornness regarding memory and oblivion in the
neoliberal city, ruin discomforts, but it also hurts. Rethinking the space and exploring
emotive, political, and conceptual implications of a ruinous world and of historically
neglected places, that is now the Villa’s and Bronx’s inhabitants task. For their memories
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and emotions remain connected to these places; for dispossession made them understand that
these ruins have changed their meaning through time and today they transmit a deep
atmosphere of emotion and affection to the observants.
Now, to heal that long and painful path of stripping and violence requires to wonder
about significant constellations that allow to transit from utopia to ruin, and from ruin to other
possible worlds.
Ruin, says Gordillo (2017), is the attempt to conjure the emptiness and the vertigo
aroused by rubbish. This explains as well why reifications of the past, when projected on
ruins, not only are rational articulations, but also emotive devices, inseparable from the
manner in which we feel affected by the destroyed objects and places.
As a matter of fact, a field of ruins might be a field of desolation, void, and loss. The
atmospheres and landscapes of ruins express mystery, torment, violence, desolation, or
estrangement. They are often fields where affection and emotion wake up and are transmitted
(Navarro – Yashiri, 2009). Here comes the trouble, “the unrest, often unbearable, stirred in
us when looking at places where life has deserted, and yet continue to be sceneries of life”.
(Simmel, 1985: 119). Indeed, these ruins of dispossession awaken contradictory topophilia
(Yi Tu Fuan, 2007), meaning, affective bonds that speak of love and pain, presence and
absence, belonging and uprooting.
The affective assembly with ruins might be related to an act of appropriation and
sovereignty, but can also be explained through the nostalgia of a lost past, or the desire for a
better future. Whatever the explanation of this bond between people and ruins, it is always
historical and political. Certainly, when materiality and its evidence acquire primacy, the
language, the representation, the imagination, and the interpretation take part in its
qualification and its moral reading. Ruinous objects not only speak from their materiality–
interpretations are languages that read them and sometimes reify them–but always express
some sort of affect and bond historically and subjectively constructed (Navarro – Yashin,
2009).
Thus, historical reminiscence also becomes present, and the work on memory is not
limited to an interpretation of the past anymore; rather, it is now a process of rebuilding, the
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overcoming of trauma and stripping, and the production of new cognitive-emotional and
political references (Jimeno, 2016).
The work on memory in Bogotá and Santiago is also an exercise of encountering the
subtle and sometimes violent language of ruins with the meanings and the emotional and
ideological displacements they provoke. From there, the importance of positioning oneself
in the intersection of the historical production of these ruins and the perceptual experience of
those who inhabit, mark, admire, and destroy them. Accordingly, the ruins of Villa San Luis
and the Bronx operate as a metaphor for the social fabric that ties and unties the inhabitants
and agents of memory to past times. Yet, they are also the material expression of disputes,
disorder, and wills that brood in today’s society.
In this coming and going between memory and oblivion, the historic marks, cultural
repertoires, and emotions participate, making space for the imagination, creativity, and magic
of mimesis and the senses (Taussig, 2002). In the political spirit of artistic, plastic, visual,
musical, and performative interventions deployed in Villa San Luis and the Bronx works “the
alertive force of aesthetic occurrence” (Richard, 2016:11). An art that “structures a narrative
of remembrance which in turn does not limit its effects to a ceremonial or performative act,
but permeates the non-ritual and unifies the collective and the subjective in a testimonial
memory” (Jimeno, Varela & Castillo, 2015: 29).
Despite its differences, both artistic experiences support the victims in the processes
of mourning and pain, helping them rebuild themselves as emotional beings through sharing
and expressing their experience (Jimeno, 2007). The effectiveness of these acts lays in the
emotive bonds they foster and the intersubjectivities they stimulate, rather than in their power
to represent, reclaim or denounce. In those bonds becomes possible the transmition of outrage
feelings and loving catharses against the violence of stripping, and, in the same vein, the
ruins’ capacity for political agency. From this creative and lovingly tissue and between
women residents, artists, and spectators resides the emancipator power of art as political
criticism and healing mourn. When the body speaks, pain flows without need for words or
paralysing norms.
Now, at this point it is allowed to ask: why the insistence in making a museum out of
ruins? We know that museums have been historically privileged by the institutionalization
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and normalization of the high culture discourse and the construction of nation. Yet it seems
that new museological perspectives advance towards new horizons: museum as agora and
emblematic place for memories and critical readings of history. The museum as a privileged
place to tell painful experiences, fostering processes of heling and reconciliation. The
museum as a space for showing the emotive power of materialities, desacralizing and
decolonizing the ways to gather and make memories visible, bringing into the exhibition the
materials that belong to everyday life, to political causes, to the conflicts and stories of the
victims of violence and stripping.
Indeed, a museum about the socialist dream of an egalitarian city at the heart of
Santiago’s richest neighbourhood; and a space for the memories of street life and drug use in
Bogotá’s first cultural district–exclusively devoted to “orange economy”–are in themselves
provocative spaces. However, they are also an opportunity to think about “contact zones”
and friction (Clifford 1997), for in them will coalesce many actors who probably do not share
the same cultural and historical trajectories.
These experiences of stripping and their connexion to art and museal spaces bring to
mind the importance of a museum that provides shelter. A house-museum, a small place,
where to be happy and make an experience of topophilia (Bachelard, 1957). We could even
anticipate that, once in this space, visitors will be able to rediscover–alone or accompanied
by the stripped folks–the beauty of this lost intimacy. A perspective change, which will
depend on the script and museography, but overall, on the visitor’s capacity for dreaming
and remembrance.
Just like the little carton houses of the Bronx’s scale model, these museums will
arouse imagination, taking the observer back to a time when inhabiting that space was
possible. A museum that allows to feel and revendicate the human value of our own spaces,
of spaces protected against hostile forces, of spaces that were loved even when they were
also connected to violence and fear. A museum that invites to make exalted spaces, poetic
spaces out of these sites and their experiences.
It will be, then, the way of contributing to imagination and emotion, in a fashion that
it will free those sites from indifference and the rationalities of urban planning. A place
where, according to Gastón Bachelard (1957: 22, 34), imagination will imagine incessant and
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enrich with new images. Under such conditions, whatever the curatorial narrative, whatever
the museum’s architecture and design, this place will always assure a revolutionary mark of
a topophilic experience in the city.
Entering the marginal memories, those crossed by subjective experience and
emotions, is a long-term task. And, for emotions are the foundation of memory, we must
acknowledge their relevance in the construction of a common space for understanding, facing
out troubled past.
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